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Introduction
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason.
Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be
downloaded from OCR.
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Paper 1 series overview
The paper seemed to be a fair one and there was no evidence that candidates were short of time. Some
candidates seemed unsure of how much they should use their calculators: some lost marks in questions
requiring detailed reasoning and some used precious time performing routine things by hand when
simply writing down the answer from the calculator would have been acceptable. Further guidance on
this is given below.
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Question 1

The majority of candidates were able to answer this question well. A few did not attempt to rearrange the
equation into the required form and this cost them all the marks here. A small number simply quoted the
complex roots of the equation, but without comment this received credit only for the first method mark.

Question 2

Most candidates realised that this requires the two equations to be solved simultaneously and went on to
achieve full marks. It was common to see mistakes in the rearranging leading to tan x =

4
which loses
3

the accuracy mark. Some candidates lost the final mark as they did not check the rounding necessary in
this question.
AfL

Correct answer can be obtained using a calculator with no working and were
awarded no marks. Because this question is labelled as a detailed reasoning
question, candidates need to be aware that all the steps of working should
be shown to achieve full marks.
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Question 3

Most candidates made a good start to this question and most were awarded the mark for simplifying

8.

To achieve the last mark, the answer had to be written in the correct form a + b 2 and most candidates
did not see the need to factorise their expression.

Question 4 (a)

Most candidates knew the cosine formula but some struggled to rearrange it accurately. Many also went
on to find the value of the angle BAC, the fact that they were not asked for it might have led them to
realise what was required in part (b).

Question 4 (b)

The formula for area was well understood, although a small number of candidates felt the need to

1
bc sin A . Most gave a decimal answer using a value for A
2
rather than use the exact link between sin A and cos A .
evaluate the angle C rather than use A =

AfL

When the exam question uses the word exact, candidates should be
expecting to use a fraction, a surd, a multiple of π or a term like ln2 etc.
Exact answers are seldom found by using the decimal value from the
calculator no matter how many decimal places are used.

Question 5 (a)

This had to be precise to obtain the mark and many candidates omitted at least one of the minus signs,
the g or the j. As well as testing the accurate use of notation, the question here was structured to remind
candidates to include the weight in their subsequent calculation.
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Question 5 (b)

The method mark here was awarded for an attempt to use Newton’s second law either in vector form or
two separate equations in the two directions. Many candidates had an equation with a mixture of vector
and scalar terms which was not given any credit

Question 6 (a)

It was quite common to see both tensions labelled with T – the subsequent question even states that
these are different. It was also common to omit the upwards vertical forces or to include them and label
them all as R.

Exemplar 1

This diagram only has the tensions in the direction of motion and it was quite common to see both
tensions labelled with T –the subsequent question even states that these are different. It was also
common to label the upwards vertical forces all as R or omit them altogether.
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Question 6 (b)

Candidates who used the whole train were the most successful in this part. The mass was used as an
indicator of which part of the train was being considered when candidates did not explain their working.
Where candidates used only one or two sections of the train, they had to include the relevant tension(s)
to obtain the method mark.

Question 6 (c)

Many candidates were able to achieve the method mark here for considering truck B even where their
driving force had been incorrect. The expected method was to find the difference between the two
tensions. Full credit was allowed for saying that one tension was twice the size of the other as the
question asked candidates to “determine how much larger” rather than ”find the difference”.

Question 7 (a)

Many candidates understood the use of the factor theorem here but not all were able to explain
sufficiently clearly to obtain full marks.

Exemplar 2

This exemplar is a case where the candidate did not have a very clear explanation of why Nigel’s
argument was wrong but was considered to be just enough. However, it is a very good example how the
second mark can be lost if there is no conclusion given after finding the zero value.
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Question 7 (b)

This is a question requiring detailed reasoning, so the method marks were awarded for finding a
quadratic factor of the cubic and then obtaining the linear factors leading to the points where the graph
crosses the x-axis. Examiners needed to be sure that the correct graph had not been obtained by simply
typing the function into a graphical calculator and copying whatever they saw. The B marks for the y
intercept and the general shape of the graph would have been still available but many candidates lost
the final mark as they did not label their axes. (In order not to penalise the same mistake twice, this
condition was not applied a second time in Q 10(a).)

Question 7 (c)

Many candidates understood the change to the algebra needed for a sideways translation but many

candidates had their translation in the opposite direction by using f ( x + 1) instead. Most had efficient
ways to expand the brackets to obtain the correct expansion but the omission of “y =” cost many
candidates the final mark.
AfL

Many candidates did not include y = in their answer despite it being included
in the question and lost the final mark. In preparation for examinations,
teachers need to stress the importance of accurate use of notation, and the
value of checking how an answer needs to be given.

Question 8

dy
= 0 and many found it difficult to solve the resulting
dx
equation. Some introduced a spurious root at x = 0 and many others did not comment that the root they
dy
= 0 was awarded one
had found was the only root to be found. Verifying that the given point gives
dx
Most candidates looked for the points where

mark as a special case, as the method did not allow candidates to establish it as the only root. Some
also argued (incorrectly) that this is a quadratic graph or a parabola so has only one stationary point.

Many also lost marks by not establishing that the stationary point was a minimum point. In this case
where there is only one stationary point, full credit was given to candidates who checked the value of y
either side of the stationary point even though the more usual method is to check the sign of the
derivative.
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This mark was worth 7 marks and candidates could have used this to realise
how much evidence would be needed to obtain full credit.

Question 9 (a)

This was generally well answered by candidates who substituted the values of velocity and time and
rearranged establish the correct value for k. Some candidates used the given value for k as well to
obtain the value for v, but this was only awarded one mark unless a conclusion about k was also seen.

Question 9 (b)

Many candidates did not pick up that the model had changed and so differentiated the first model instead
of using the constant acceleration formulae. Those using v= u + at were usually successful in obtaining
both marks.
AfL

Candidates should be aware that where there is a line of text that is not
indented between part (a) and part (b), the situation will have changed.

Question 9 (c)

This question required candidates to find displacement for model 1 using integration and for model 2
using constant acceleration. A complete solution should also include a comment that the two answers
were the same, but full credit was awarded for two correct answers obtained from the two models. To
obtain full marks, a definite integral using the limits of 0 and 8 was required, or the candidate had to
establish the value of the constant of integration to be zero. Many candidates only used one of the two
models. Some used the constant acceleration formulae in two different ways.
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Question 10 (a)

A minority of candidates sketched the function and not the gradient function. The majority attempted to
sketch the derived function but as in Question 7(b) did not show enough detailed reasoning. Often even
when a full method was shown, the final mark was lost for careless positioning of the maximum point –
the symmetry of the quadratic graph is an important part of its characteristic shape.

Exemplar 3

This exemplar indicates that where the question requires detailed reasoning, marks can easily be lost.
Graphical calculators can be used rather than reasoning to establish the shape of the graph, so the
solution must show sufficient detail to be awarded full marks. The derivative and the product of linear
factors should have been equated to zero to fully establish the values x = -4 and x = 2. The final mark
was also lost as the maximum point should have been clearly to the left of the y-axis – its exact position
was not needed for full credit.
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Question 10 (b)

Many candidates wrongly assumed that further differentiation was required. The phrase “set of values” in
the question had been used to encourage candidates to use proper set notation. As an alternative, the
use of the word “or” between two correct inequalities was accepted. “And” was not accepted as this
implies the intersection rather than the union of the two sets. Some scientific calculators will solve a
quadratic inequality, so it this question has been used to test clear understanding and good use of
notation as well as an understanding of decreasing functions.

Question 11 (a)

The clearest solutions established the value of the constant of proportionality (10.5). Many candidates
argued that going from one data point to the other, the value of t is multiplied by 10 and the value for m is
divided by ten. Where the argument was clear, this also obtained full marks.

Question 11 (b) (i)

Candidates often wrongly took the initial value of m to be its value when t = 1. Any comment which
indicated that the candidate was aware of the vertical asymptote of the reciprocal graph was awarded
the mark however it was expressed.
AfL

These questions were left out by more candidates than any other.
Centres should prepare candidates for the questions where they are
required to explain or interpret a model.

Question 11 (b) (ii)

An understanding of the problem involved in finding a time for which m = 0 was needed for this. Many
candidates instead talked about the physical situation, for example, difficulties in measuring the mass,
which was not a problem with the model itself.
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Question 11 (c)

Most candidates substituted both pairs of values and solved the simultaneous equations and were
largely successful.
AfL

This is exactly the sort of question where using the simultaneous equations
facility of the calculator is appropriate and expected. There is no need for
detailed reasoning, the coefficients are not easy to work with and the
question is only worth 3 marks including the marks for forming the equations.

Question 11 (d)

For full credit the candidates needed to refer to the specific values and what they meant in the context of
the physical situation.

Question 11 (e)

Most candidates who had solved the simultaneous equations in part (c) were able to get this mark as
follow through was allowed. Candidates who did not have a negative value for a were not awarded the
mark for conveniently not noticing that their t should have been negative.
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For further details of this qualification please visit the subject webpage.

Review of results
If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish to consider one of our review of results

services. For full information about the options available visit the OCR website. If university places are
at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of marking which have an earlier deadline to
ensure your reviews are processed in time for university applications.

Review students' exam performance with our free online results analysis tool. Available for GCSE, A Level
and Cambridge Nationals.
It allows you to:
•

review and run analysis reports on exam performance

•

analyse results at question and/or topic level*

•

compare your centre with OCR national averages

•

identify trends across the centre

•

facilitate effective planning and delivery of courses

•

identify areas of the curriculum where students excel or struggle

•

help pinpoint strengths and weaknesses of students and teaching departments.

*To find out which reports are available for a specific subject, please visit ocr.org.uk/administration/
support-and-tools/active-results/
Find out more at ocr.org.uk/activeresults

CPD Training
Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear exam feedback directly from a senior assessor or drop in
to an online Q&A session.
Please find details for all our courses on the relevant subject page on our website.
www.ocr.org.uk
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Our documents are updated over time. Whilst every effort is made
to check all documents, there may be contradictions between
published support and the specification, therefore please use the
information on the latest specification at all times. Where changes
are made to specifications these will be indicated within the
document, there will be a new version number indicated, and a
summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between
the specification and a resource please contact us at:
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk.
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